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NOTES
Monday 22nd November 2021
Story – Cogheart – prologue + opening – meeting main
characters and a mechanical.

The idea this week is to write a
prologue and opening of the story,
introducing two main characters and
a friendly mechanical.

Today’s Game –  ‘The
storytelling game…’

Warm up the imagination and get
ideas buzzing with this initial game
that will be played orally. The
children will be given a set time limit
to complete their ideas. David and
Pie will model the game first. In pairs
or threes, create mini stories. If you
dry up, start again. There are two key ways to play the game
plus the extra option of using chosen ingredients:

a. Word by word.
b. Sentence by sentence.
c. Choose ingredients by rolling dice four times.

Roll a dice
=

1 2 3 4 5 6

Object coin ring phone mask guitar map
Mechanimal fox wolf cat mouse unicorn eagle

The Objective – to create mini stories either word by word or sentence by sentence,
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Padlet – Children have a few minutes to complete one or more
‘post it notes’. The challenge is to write descriptive sentences of
your chosen macguffin, using your senses and a simile. A
macguffin will be something precious to you main character,
e.g. a watch, a bracelet, a special painted box, a picture or
painting, a glass dome, a silver feather, a key, a ring, a necklace,
a map, a letter, a special book, a miniature mechanimal, etc.

I saw/ watched/ noticed/ stared at/ gazed at…

I touched/ felt/ stroked…

I heard/ listened to…

I tasted…

I smelt…
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I saw a kingfisher fly across the clock’s face like

an azure spark.

I watched the second hand inch round, as steady

as a drum beat.

I heard its steady tick like a stick tapping in the

dark.

I listened to the clockwork cogs nudging each

other, as blunt as ancient tombstones.

I touched its smooth surface and felt the sharp

tips of time like a needle point jabbed into an

arm.

I felt the bronze clock case, as cold as winter’s

breathing.

The Objective – to write observation sentences using the senses and a simile either
using ‘like’ or ‘as’.

Children’s Audio – Objective – to listen attentively, enjoy and reflect on what

makes good writing and performance.

Jotcast activity - This activity prepares the children for the
blog post that they will write. The focus is on beginning to write
a brief piece of action writing featuring a mechanical in danger
as the prologue.
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Start with name of your

character and synonym for

‘look’ – MC sees the threat.

Tiberius stared out of the

Dragonfly’s window as the

silver airship drew closer.

He saw….. + simile He saw the ship’s harpoons

glinting in the sunlight like

metallic spears, ready for

action.

He heard …. + simile He heard the roar of the

canons firing buckshot, like

dragon’s breath.

He sensed/ smelled…. + simile He sensed the burning gas as a

fire caught hold, as sharp as

acid.

‘Ing starter’, to show what

mechanical does as she/he

speaks.

Turning to his master,

Name of character + speech

verb – “speech”.

Tiberius purred, “By all that

ticks John, it is time for you to

jump! Humans before

mechanicals!”

Objective – the ability to write an action packed prologue.
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Gallery Challenge – Draw and label your selected mechanical.
The image’s below are taken from Peter Bunzl’s website. Or
create a story map for the adventure.

Blogging Activity – write a brief epilogue and then the opening
of their story. Provide the children with a copy of the model
below in their books.

Cogheart Adventure 1 –  prologue + chapter 1 – MCs escape from school and begin
their search for the macguffin.
Cogheart Adventure 2 – The MCs almost find the macguffin but get caught.
Cogheart Adventure 3 –  The MCs are rescued by their mechanimal and escape.
Cogheart Adventure 4 – They discover the macguffin.
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Prologue

Tiberius stared out of the Dragonfly’s window

as the silver airship drew closer. He saw the

ship’s harpoons glinting in the sunlight like

metallic spears, ready for action. He heard the

roar of the cannons firing buckshot, like dragon’s

breath. He sensed the burning gas as a fire

caught hold, as sharp as acid. Turning to his

master, Tiberius purred, “By all that ticks John,

it is time for you to jump! Humans before

mechanicals!”

Chapter 1

Nudging the backdoor of Octavia Dogood’s

Academy for Young Girls, Lily Hartman peered

across the playground. No one was in sight and

within a few seconds she was running as fast as

her legs could carry her towards Crispin Lane and

freedom. At the end of the lane, she paused and

leant against a tree to recover her breath.

Once again she opened the letter and read

through the terrible news. Her father, John

Hartman, was missing and his airship destroyed.

His last words to her had been so strange, ‘Make

sure you save time’. Many nights she had lain

awake in the dormitory and wondered about what

it might mean.
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At that moment, she heard a distinctive meow

and a familiar face appeared from some bushes,

‘By all the tocks, you’ve taken a ticking long time

to get out of that dreadful place!’ said Tiberius,

‘Give me a wind-up will you? I’ve used up a lot of

energy escaping from those scallywags.’ Lily

grinned as she wound the key and Tiberius gave a

low purr of satisfaction. His marmalade fur was

somewhat singed from the airship’s crash landing

but otherwise he was in fine form.

That afternoon, Robert was surprised to see

Lily and Tiberius standing in Pincher’s Alley at

the back of Townsend’s Hororlogist’s. ‘Of course,

it’s your mother’s decorated clock,’ he said. Lily

sadly nodded her head. The clock was something

that her mother had treasured. She had put it

on a bedside table in Lily’s bedroom. Many nights

Lily had lain awake, watching the second hand

inch round, as steady as a drum beat. On the

clock’s face a painted kingfisher flew like an

azure spark but the memory of her mother was

still painful. ‘Sorry,’ muttered Robert, looking

down.

‘He’s right,’ yapped Tiberius, ‘No time to lose.

We need to take a steam-wagon back to

Brackenbridge Manor and begin the search

before some rapscallion lays their greasy paws on

that clock.’
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Please do not share these notes and models, put them online
or use for financial gain. © Pie Corbett 2021
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